With a large number of stories emerging from the newsrooms, media websites need to curate interesting news for their readers. Although traditionally news was curated solely by human editors, increasing news volume has led media outlets to adopt editorial algorithms. However, such algorithms are often proprietary, and smaller outlets do not have the resources to build them from scratch. In this paper, we present a novel framework 'Samar' to automatically curate news by optimizing recency, relevance and diversity of the selected stories. Evaluations over two real-world news datasets show that Samar outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines in matching the news curation performed by human editors.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the large number of news stories available online, news readers need to rely on news curation or recommendation services to find important news [2] . Traditionally, news curation was the sole domain of expert human editors (e.g., while selecting the news stories for the printed newspaper), who used to select what stories should be consumed by the readers -a process known as journalistic gatekeeping [8] . However, the emergence of news aggregators (e.g., Google News), social media newsfeeds (e.g., in Facebook, Twitter) and personalized news recommendations have given rise to editorial algorithms [7] which replace the human editorial gatekeeping roles.
Large media organizations are also introducing editorial algorithms in their newsrooms. For example, New York Times has built a slack bot 'Blossom' which recommends stories the editors should promote on social media 1 . Similarly, BBC has developed tools to automate different editorial decisions 2 . However, such tools are often proprietary, and smaller media outlets may not have the technical and human resources to build such tools [9] . In this work, we systemically address different challenges in automatizing editorial decisions and build a framework 'Samar' (named after the Bengali poet and editor Samar Sen (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samar_Sen)), which can help the editors to conceptualize innovative offerings.
While curating news, there are three basic metrics of interest -recency, relevance and diversity of stories. Recency captures a story's age, i.e., when the story is published. In personalized recommendations, relevance denotes how well a story matches a particular reader's interest. However, editors often curate stories for a broad audience (e.g., the stories in a printed newspaper are same for everyone in a city). In such contexts, relevance refers to the importance of a story judged from the editors' notions of newsworthiness [8] . In our earlier work [3] , we showed that it is tricky to optimize both recency and relevance of recommended news when relevance is estimated through audience-driven popularity measures. Samar tries to circumvent this difficulty by inferring newsworthiness from observing the editorial decisions on past news data. However, along with newsworthiness, curated stories should avoid covering redundant topics, and instead have diverse topical coverage. Samar efficiently combines all these aspects for automated news curation.
To evaluate the effectivity of Samar in curating news stories, we gather extensive data from two very popular news websites -The Guardian (theguardian.com) and NYTimes (nytimes.com). We find that Samar outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines in matching the editorial decisions at these websites. We conclude by discussing the potential application of Samar in media newsrooms.
METHODOLOGY
Samar selects K news stories from a larger set of candidate stories by first computing recency and relevance scores for the candidates, and then inculcating diversity in the final curated set.
• Recency: Recency of a story i is measured as the difference between the curation time and the publish time of the story.
where the time difference can be computed in seconds, minutes or hours depending on the context. We then normalize recency i scores of the candidate stories by the score of the most recent candidate.
• Relevance: To calculate relevance of a story, we develop a supervised binary classifier (two classes denote whether a story will be curated or not), and use the predicted curation probability as the relevance score. To some extent, this score reveals the newsworthiness of the story. We use the following features: (i) story abstract, (ii) author name(s), (iii) list of topics (or keywords) describing the story, (iv) news category (e.g., politics, sports) and (v) no. of stories on same topic(s) published in last 7 days. As features (i)-(iv) are textual features, we first train four text classifiers with individual features (one Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based classifier for feature (i), and three Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers for features (ii)-(iv)), and then use the predicted probalibilities for curated/not-curated classes as features for a SVM classifier (with RBF kernel) at the top level 3 . Thus, the SVM classifier effectively uses nine numeric features -predicted probailities from the textual classifiers and no. of related stories (after appropriate scaling). A story's relevance score is then measured as the curation probability predicted by this SVM classifier (using the method proposed by Lin et al. [6] ). The CNN architecture for the textual classifier over the abstract is similar to that used in [5] , where every abstract is converted to a m × n matrix (m is the maximum abstract length, and n = 50 is the word vector dimension). A convolution operation is applied to every possible window of h words to produce a feature map. We then apply a max over time pooling operation over the feature map and take the maximum value as a feature. Multiple features are obtained by varying the value of h. These features form the penultimate layer and are passed to a fully connected softmax layer whose output gives the probability distribution over curated/not-curated classes. After computing the recency and relevance scores for a story, we compute a linear combination of these scores as
where λ is a hyper parameter, which can be inferred using maximum likelihood estimates over a given training dataset.
• Diversity: Diversity can be measured by how different topics are covered by the curated news stories. Formally, Samar tries to maximize the following function f (S) over the curated set S.
subject to i x i ≤ K where x i s are indicator variables (x i = 1 denotes that i is among the curated stories); τ i is the list of topics covered by i, f req t is the number of articles in S which cover topic t, and K is the size of S.
It can be proved that f (S) is non-monotone submodular, and maximizing such functions w.r.t cardniality constraints is NP-Hard [4] . We implement 1 3 -approximation algorithm proposed in [4] to solve Eqn 4. Intuitively, we first build S by taking K stories with highest ϕ i scores. Then, we update S if removing a story from S and adding another story from outside S improves the overall diversity score. This process is repeated until no further change in S is possible.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Datasets: To evaluate the performance of Samar in curating news stories, we collected all stories appearing on The Guardian and NYTimes, and also the stories selected by editors for the printed newspaper everyday throughout July, 2015 to June, 2016. We gathered 90, 355 Guardian and 242, 125 NYTimes stories; out of which, 13, 580 Guardian stories and 40, 419 NYTimes stories got selected for their print editions during this one year period. Results: We compare Samar with several baselines: (1) most recent stories, (2) most relevant stories, (3) most diverse stories (proposed in [1] ), and (4) stories with highest ϕ i scores (combination of recency and relevance, which is conceptually similar to the metric 3 We experimented with different classifiers and found this combination to work best.
Dataset
The Future Impact proposed in [3] ). To compare the performance of different methods, we consider the selection of stories for the daily newspaper of The Guardian and NYTimes from 1st January to 30th June, 2016. For each day, we consider all stories published in last 3 days as the candidate set, and different methods would predict which stories made it to the print edition. Training data is selected on a sliding basis, i.e., to make a prediction for the newspaper on day m, we consider last six month's data upto day m − 3 as training. Table 1 shows the results of each of these approaches. We notice that only considering most recent, most relevant or most diverse articles result in poor precision and recall. Considering recency and relevance together achieves considerable performance gains. However, as we can observe in Table 1 , Samar performs best for both datasets by capturing all three salient aspects of editorial curationrecency, relevance and diversity of the stories.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we develop a framework Samar to automate editorial decisions. As three major factors -recency, relevance and diversity -guide the editorial decisions in curating important stories for the readers, Samar tries to merge these factors to make an effective algorithmic news curator. However, we do not envision a future without the human editors. We believe that a tool like Samar can complement the editors to offer new innovative schemes to their audience. For example, using Samar, media outlets can generate hourly news digests, weekly/bi-weekly newspapers or even curate news from across the web in their unique editorial styles.
